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THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF CHEMISTRY AND OPEN ACCESS
With the increasing emphasis on publishing Open Access (OA), the
playing field for researchers, librarians and publishers is changing.
This session explores how the role of the librarian is altering as a
result of OA and how this will provide new opportunities for them to
support their stakeholders. It will move on specifically to what the
Royal Society of Chemistry is doing to embrace the Gold and Green
OA needs of the chemical sciences community, and how this will help
librarians, researchers, and ultimately institutions. It will also explore
how librarians can benefit from the shifting landscape.
Max Espley, Campaigns Manager, The Royal Society of
Chemistry, UK
 
OPEN ACCESS FOR SCHOLARLY BOOKS: POLICY AND
PRACTICE
Fierce debates have characterised 2013 as the implications of
government mandates for open access have been debated and
pathways for implementation worked out. There is no doubt that
journals will move to a mix of gold and green and there will be an
unsettled relationship between the two. But what of books? Is it
conceivable that in those subjects, such as in the humanities and
social sciences, where something longer than the journal article is still
the preferred form of scholarly communications that these will stay
closed? Will it be acceptable to have some publicly funded research
made available only in closed book form (regardless of whether print
or digital) while other subjects where articles are favoured go open
access?
Frances Pinter is in the middle of these debates, having founded
Knowledge Unlatched (see www.knowledgeunlatched.org). KU is a
global library consortium enabling open access books. Knowledge
Unlatched is helping libraries to work together for a sustainable open
future for specialist academic books. Its vision is a healthy market that
includes free access for end users.
In this session she will review all the different models that are being
experimented with around the world. These include author-side
payments, institutional subsidies, research funding body approaches
etc. She will compare and contrast these models with those that are
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already in place for journal articles. She will also review the policy
landscape and report on how open access scholarly books are faring
to date
Frances Pinter, Founder, Knowledge Unlatched, UK
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